as a camera, the image is represented by discrete pixels, 1987) is shown in Figure 1A , where it can be appreciated the number of which defines the resolution with which how much more of V1 is devoted to central than to the original image can be represented. For an analog peripheral vision and how rapidly the ACMF declines as system, like a camera lens, diffraction or other features one moves to the periphery. of the system limit resolution, and one can again identify The RF area of a cortical neuron specifies how much a "pixel" as the point spread area, the area in the image produced by a single point of light. Following this idea, then, I identify the size of a pixel in V1 as the area of
Introduction This prediction is confirmed for three different species and two different visual cortical areas (V1 and V2).
The areal cortical magnification factor (ACMF) and receptive field (RF) area are two important functional properties of visual cortex that vary systematically across the Results cortical surface. To understand the meaning of "ACMF" and "RF area," one must consider the visual system's The evolutionary scaling law predicts, through a simple argument presented below, that the RF area as a funcstrategy for making the best use of the limited bandwidth provided by the optic nerve (Barlow, 1961) . Unlike digital tion of eccentricity should be proportional to the ACMF to the Ϫ2/3 power. The ACMF as a function of eccentriccameras, which sample the visual world uniformly, the retina samples the central part of visual space very ity has been approximated as a power law by the authors who obtained the data for Cebus (Gattass et al., 1987 ) densely and the more peripheral parts progressively more sparsely (Rolls and Cowey, 1970; Silveira et al., ( Figure 1A ); these authors found that ACMF is proportional to eccentricity to the Ϫ1.88 power. The empirical 1989). The effect of this sampling strategy is that the limited bandwidth of the optic nerve is used to give a fits to the ACMF determined for these data have been raised to the Ϫ2/3 power and plotted on the RF size much higher resolution for central vision than would be achieved with uniform sampling and a much lower data measured in the same animals (Gattass et al., 1987) , as illustrated in Figure 1B . The observed RF area as a resolution for peripheral vision. This scheme works well because we can move our eyes to provide the highest function of eccentricity is clearly well predicted by the ACMF data for V1 in this species by use of the Ϫ2/3 resolution image for the most relevant parts of the visual world.
power relation. I start by reviewing the evolutionary scaling law (SteAs would be expected from the retina's sampling strategy, much more visual cortex is devoted to central vens, 2001). According to this law, the number of neurons N in V1 is proportional to the 3/2 power of the than to peripheral vision, an effect expressed by the ACMF (Daniel and Figure 1A , where it can be appreciated the number of which defines the resolution with which how much more of V1 is devoted to central than to the original image can be represented. For an analog peripheral vision and how rapidly the ACMF declines as system, like a camera lens, diffraction or other features one moves to the periphery. of the system limit resolution, and one can again identify The RF area of a cortical neuron specifies how much a "pixel" as the point spread area, the area in the image produced by a single point of light. Following this idea, then, I identify the size of a pixel in V1 as the area of ; to see this, note that the number of neurons N in V1 is proportional to the number of cortical pixels Figure 2B is what would be expected if the RF area were reciprocally related to tricity E is 1/a(E ) pixels per deg 2 ; the number of pixels used must be proportional to the reciprocal of pixel area ACMF, and the solid line is the prediction from the theory presented above. Again, the prediction is confirmed. in order to achieve uniform coverage of the visual world.
As noted above, the area of cortex representing a Because all of thalamus and all of cortex follow the same 3/2 power evolutionary scaling law as LGN and pixel would be, according to McIlwain (1976) , (E )a(E ) (units: mm 2 of cortex), where (E ) (units: mm 2 of cortex V1 (Stevens, 2001), it has been conjectured that the fundamental mechanisms that generate this scaling reper deg 2 ) is the ACMF at eccentricity E. As noted above, the evolutionary scaling law specifies that the number lation might hold for many cortical areas. If this were the case, the argument given above should apply to any of neurons required for each pixel encoding a deg 2 at able pixels that define the graininess of the map; the I have shown above that application of this evolutionary pixel size (number of neurons, which is proportional to scaling law to V1 and V2 provides an explanation for cortical area) would then be proportional to the local the relationship between ACMF and RF area, although density of cortical pixels used to represent the map. If I must stress that the agreement with experiment demthis view were correct, an important job for the cortical onstrated here might depend on the way receptive field size has been measured. Additional studies must deterneuroscientist would be to identify what map is present
